
AUTONOMOUS UAV (DRONE)
FOR TECHNICAL INSPECTIONS
Fully autonomous. Original SLAM implementation 

working with a carefully 
selected set of sensors.

The navigation system 
is compatible with most 
platforms.

Able to navigate without 
GPS, in a complex magnetic 
environment, in total 
darkness, and without radio 
control.

Does not require 
pre-existing maps.



DRONE AND ITS DETAILS
A drone equipped with NTR’s navigation system can operate in a closed, totally 
dark environment, such as an oil tank. It performs a comprehensive survey, build 
a three-dimensional model and assess the condition of the tank.

CHALLENGES NAVIGATING IN AN OIL TANK
Absence of GPS signals in steel tanks make standard drone navigation 
impossible. 

OUR DRONE IS DIFFERENT
NTR’s unique algorithms use sensor information to navigate the drone 
in GPS-denied environments, as well as control its movement. The drone starts 
from the console and, once launched, flies autonomously.

Radio signals in an enclosed space are unstable, again risking damage to the UAV. 

Drones that navigate using pre-built maps are unable to navigate when faced 
with an unfamiliar environment.



tankers and oil tanks;

Approximate dimensions 580x370x550
Approximate takeoff weight 3700 gr
Communication channels (Wi-Fi, etc.) MAVLink 433 MHz, Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz
Construction Hexacopter
Flight controller PixHack v3
Number and type of engines 6 brushless electric motors 800KV
Scheduled horizontal speed 0.5-3.0 m/s
Obstacle detection range 10 m
Flight time 10 min.
Shooting Resolution 1600 x 1200, RGB8, 25 FPS
Sensors Accelerometers, gyroscopes, laser range 

finders, scanning circular lidar, visual odometer

Radiation Characteristics 905 nm 15 mW
Power source LiPo-battery 4S 8000 mAh 25C
Working temperature 0 ~ 50°C

Specifications Description

warehouse inventory;
surveillance systems; 
delivery of goods, etc.

A DRONE ON OUR PLATFORM CAN

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Our platform can be tweaked to develop navigation 
systems for similar robots, such as crawlers.

Perform technical inspections of dangerous, totally enclosed spaces, such as 

as well as do



AUTOMATIC ROUTING IN A COMPLEX 
ENVIRONMENT

The drone uses AI/autonomous 
navigation algorithms to make its way 
independently to the target.

The drone has the ability to build its own 
workaround if the situation inside 
the location changes.

The drone can move in a previously 
unknown environment to build its own 
map.

Scale your software
development

quickly and risk free
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